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1 Short Notes on Variational Bounds with Rescaled Terms
R
Learning a generative model of the form p(x) = dzp(x; z) for x 2 Rd and z 2 Rm involves
P
maximizing the likelihood of the data L = x2Data ln p(x).
P When using variational approximations, we instead optimize the variational bound F =
x2Data F(x), where
F(x) =¡E q(z jx)[ln p(xjz)] + KL(q(z jx)kp(z)) > ¡ln p(x);

(1)

and q(zjx) is an arbitrary density with the same support as the marginal p(z).
A nice property of the bound (1) is that it saturates when q(z jx) is the true posterior distribution p(z jx).
This can be seen by setting
R the functional derivative of (1) with respect to q(z jx) to zero, taking
into account the constraint dzq(zjx) = 18x (with Lagrange multiplier (x)):


Z

F (x) ¡ (x) dzq(z jx) =¡ln p(xjz) + ln q(z jx) ¡ ln p(z) + 1 ¡ (x) =0
q(zjx)
q ?(z jx) =p(x; z)e(x)
(x) =¡ln p(x)
+
q ?(z jx) =p(zjx):
Interestingly, the optimal Lagrange multiplier (x) is the negative likelihood (x) = ¡ln p(x).
Additionaly note that if we replace the exact posterior in F(x) we also get F(x) = (x).
A couple of recent works, [3, 2, 4], explore modied variational losses F (x) [2, 4] and F (x)[1,
3] with rescaled KL or entropy terms of the form
F (x) =¡E q(z jx)[ln p(xjz)] + KL(q(z jx)kp(z));
F (x) =¡E q(z jx)[ln p(x; z)] + E q(z jx)[ln q(zjx)];

(2)
(3)

where ;  > 0 are rescaling factors.
The loss (3) is also a key idea behind deterministic annealing methods [1, 3].
Inspired by these examples, I briey discuss below a few properties of rescaled variational
objectives.

1.1 Modied Bayes rule
The rst point to note is that the optimal varitional densities q ? (z jx) and q?(z jx) for the
losses F (x) and F (x) respectively are no longuer the true posterior p(zjx). Following the same
derivation as before, we conclude that
q? (z jx) /p(z)e
and
1

q?(z jx) /e 

1

ln p(xjz)

ln p(x;z)

:
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The optimal variational densities q ? (z jx) and q?(z jx) have slightly dierent interpretations,
but can be very dierent on practice. The former changes the importance of the likelihood term
while keeping the importance of the prior term xed. The later changes the importance of both the
likelihood and prior terms jointly. A consequence of this is that q ? (zjx) will interpolate between
the prior ( = 1) and the maximum likelihood ( = 0) as illustrated in Figure 1(middle). While
q?(zjx) will interpolate between a at density ( = 1) and the MAP ( = 0) as illustrated in Figure
1(right).
In both cases the densities q ? (zjx) and q?(z jx) can be seen as a form of distorted Bayes rule
for the generative model p(x; z).

?
Figure 1. Illustration of dierences between q ?(z jx), q ? (z jx) and q
(z jx). Left: Exact prior, (normalized)
Likelihood and Posterior q ?(z jx); Middle: q ? =0.01 (z jx) (dotted line) and q? =10 (z jx)(dashed line); Right:
?
?
q=0.01
(z jx) (dotted line) and q=10
(z jx)(dashed line).

1.2 Bounds
The losses F (x) and F (x) are typically not meant to be used with xed and , except
perhaps in [4]. For instance, in deterministic annealing [1, 3]  will typically converge to 1 during
optimization with some schedule.
Nevertheless, if we want to use F (x) and F (x) as alternative proxies for ¡ln p(x), they
must form strict bounds. But there is no guarantee that the modied losses F (x) and F (x) will
correspond to bounds on ¡ln p(x) for ;  =
/ 1.
A trivial observation for F (x) is that since KL(q(zjx)kp(z)) > 0 we have
F (x) > F(x) > ¡ln p(x) 8 > 1:
That is, for a xed q(z jx) and for any > 1, F (x) is a valid bound but it is strictly worse
than F(x). A more general bound for xed q(zjx) can be found with some algebra:
F (x) =¡ln p(x) + KL(q(z jx)kp(z jx))
F (x) =F(x) + ( ¡ 1)KL(q(zjx)kp(z))
=¡ln p(x) + KL(q(z jx)kp(z jx)) + ( ¡ 1)KL(q(z jx)kp(z))
+
KL(q(z jx)kp(z jx)) + ( ¡ 1)KL(q(z jx)kp(z)) > 0
+
KL(q(z jx)kp(z jx))
>1¡
:
KL(q(z jx)kp(z))
On practice it will be hard to use this bound as it requires knowledge of KL(q(z jx)kp(z jx)).
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Similarly, we can obtain a bound on  for F (x):

F (x) + ln p(x) =KL(q(zjx)kp(z jx)) + ( ¡ 1)E q(z jx)[ln q(z jx)] > 0
+
E q(z jx)[ln q(z jx)] > E q(zjx)[ln q(z jx)] ¡ KL(q(zjx)kp(z jx))
m
8
>
KL(q(z jx)kp(z jx))
>
>
>1¡
if E q(z jx)[ln q(zjx)] > 0
>
>
E q(zjx)[ln q(z jx)]
<
:
and
>
>
KL(q(z jx)kp(z jx))
>
>
if E q(z jx)[ln q(zjx)] < 0
>
: 61¡ E
q(zjx)[ln q(z jx)]

That is, whether  must be bounded from above or from below will depend on the sign of the
entropy term.

1.3 Relation to Up(Down)-Sampling
Below we assume that the elements of x are iid given z,
p(xjz) =

d
Y

i=1

pi(xi jz):

Under this assumption, the bound (1) becomes
X
F(x) =¡
E q(zjx)[ln pi(xi jz)] + KL(q(z jx)kp(z)):

(4)

i

Now imagine that we preprocess the data by replicating every element of x n times, xi ! (xi ; :::;
xi), while also replicating the densities pi(xi jz). So that, pi((xi ; :::; xi)jz) = pi(xi jz)n.
The corresponding variational bound F n(x) for this modied problem is now given by
X
F n(x) =¡n
E q(z jx)[ln pi(xi jz)] + KL(q(z jx)kp(z)):
(5)
i

The optimal variational distribution qn?(z jx) can be computed as before and it gives
qn?(z jx) /p(z)en ln p(xjz):

(6)
1

Interestingly, qn?(z jx) is equivalent to q ? (z jx) with = n . That is, computing the variational
posterior for an up-sampled image as above is mathematically equivalent to computing the variational posterior with a rescaled KL term when < 1.
The relation to down-sampling is much less evident as we must erase information from the
model in a consitent manner. This can be done through a combination of a pooling operation and
marginalization. The idea is to pool the data so that it becomes n times smaller, dene a consistent
density at the down-sampled image and up-sample it back. There is no single way of doing these
operations.
Suppose we have a pooling operator f that takes the l th patch of n elements (xil1; :::; xiln)
and maps it to a pooled value x^l, f (xil1; :::; xiln) = x^l (e.g. by averaging). Now, the joint density
p(xi1; :::; xin jz) will induce a density p^(x^l jz) by marginalizing over all values of (xil1; :::; xiln)
consistent with the same value of x^l,
Z Y
n
p^(x
^
jz)
=
dxilj p(xil1; :::; xiln jz)(x^l ¡ f (xil1; :::; xiln));
l l
j=1
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where (z) is the Dirac delta.
After pooling and marginalization, we now have a model dened on pooled (down-sampled)
data. The last step is to up-sample back the data to its original size using the same up-sampling
strategy as before (by replicating x^l ! (x^il1 = x^l ; :::; x^iln = x^l)). This results in the relation
1
n

1



ln p
^
q^n?(zjx^) / p(z)e n

 
x
^il ;:::;x
^il jz

n
1
p^(x^l jz) = p^((x^il1; :::; x^iln)jz) and consequently
. When the original
(non-pooled) data and model are both smooth (e.g. very small variability inside a patch) we
have that p^((x^il1; :::; x^iln)jz)  p(xil1; :::; xiln jz). So the relation between q? (zjx) for > 1 and downsampling is only approximate.

of

These results suggest that we could see a tradeo between spatial resolution and dierent values
. Indeed such relationship has been observed in [2], as illustrated in gure (2).

Figure 2. Tradeo between spatial resolution and dierent values of . Images from [2]. Left: > 1 (model
focuses on lower spatial frequencies); Right: < 1 (model introduces higher-frequency details).
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